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NEW PRODUCTS



Civil Rights and Social Justice
October 2020 | Learn about how civil rights has been strengthened and expanded 

over time and how these legal protections can go even further.

New Educational Databases

• Browse through congressional hearings, GAO Reports, 

CRS reports, and a curated list of legislative histories 

• Includes book, reports, and publications on a variety of 

civil rights issues

• Links to major Supreme Court cases and titles from the 

United States Commission on Civil Rights

View Database

https://heinonline.org/HOL/Index?collection=civil


Hackney Publications
August 2020 | Learn about the legal side of sports with new 

Hackney Publication packages including essential sports journals

12 journals available:

• Legal Issues in Collegiate Athletics 

• Journal of NCAA Compliance

• Professional Sports and the Law

• Concussion Litigation Reporter 

• Legal Issues in High School Athletics 

• Sports Facilities and the Law

• Legal Issues in Collegiate Athletics – new 

• Journal of NCAA Compliance – new

• Professional Sports and the Law – new

• Concussion Litigation Reporter – new 

• Legal Issues in High School Athletics – new

• Sports Facilities and the Law – new 

New Educational Databases



Executive Privilege
August 2020 | Learn about executive privilege from the country’s founding to the present day 

with primary and secondary resources spanning across all three government branches.

• Includes scholarly articles on the subject

• Browse through congressional hearings, 

reports, memoranda, and other 

documents.

• Custom search index

New Educational Databases



COVID-19 in America: Response, Issues, and Law
August 2020 | Learn about the various ways COVID-19 has impacted every aspect of 

life, from testing issues, to stimulus payments, to the quest for a vaccine.

• Access CRS and GAO reports, updated regularly 

as the situation evolves

• Browse through a list of relevant scholarly articles 

on the topic

• View external links to supplement your research 

outside of HeinOnline

New Educational Databases View Database

https://heinonline.org/HOL/Index?collection=covidcol


American Enterprise Institute
June 2020 | Read through nonpartisan empirical policy analysis with publications from the AEI.

• Contains data-driven research and 

broad-ranging evidence

• Includes 20 different policy areas 

including economics, education, foreign 

policy, health care, politics, poverty, 

technology, and more.

• Regular updates with new content and 

archived material

New Educational Databases



Bibliography of American Law School Casebooks
May 2020 | Print and online resource that traces the topical development of legal 

education with the arrangements of 230 subject headings. 

• Second edition: includes 4,000 more entries

• Identifies all U.S. law school casebooks used from the 

inception of casebooks in 1871.

• Includes an author index of more than 4,200 authors.

New Educational Databases



Current Index to Legal Periodicals
February 2020 | A weekly subject-categorized index to the most recent issues of nearly 

650 legal publications.

• Acquired by Hein, maintained by previous 

editors

• Organized within 104 subject headings

• Includes table of contents from journals, 

Bluebook citations, and multiple download 

formats

New Educational Databases



Current Index to Legal Periodicals
February 2020 | SmartCILP integration into HeinOnline

• Current awareness tool for legal scholars

• Tailored alerts delivered via email

• Full-text linking to Law Journal Library

New Educational Databases



Current Index to Legal Periodicals
February 2020 | SmartCILP integration into HeinOnline

• Unlimited SmartCILP profiles

• Create a profile directly from 

HeinOnline interface

• Manage notifications 

individually or for your faculty

New Educational Databases



U.S. Presidential Impeachment Library
December 2019 | Learn about historical and current presidential impeachments 

including Andrew Johnson, Bill Clinton, Richard Nixon and Donald Trump.

• Includes CRS reports, scholarly articles, 

external links, and a bibliography to further 

research the topic outside of HeinOnline

• Includes the famous Whistleblower 

Complain on Ukraine

• Organized by the four affected presidents

New Educational Databases



State Constitutions Illustrated 
November 2019 | Learn about the legal and political history of the United States with 

pre-statehood material and annotated references to case law.

• Includes current and consolidated texts of 

the constitutions of the 50 states

• Read through pre-statehood documents 

such as royal instructions for the original 

thirteen colonies

• Contains map browse-by feature

New Educational Databases



Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and 

Entertainment 

October 2019 | Research business and legal aspects of sports and entertainment using 

editorialized articles and cases.

• Includes 55 sports and entertainment topics

• Scope notes and annotations used to explain 

the focus of a given topic or case

• Contains hearings, CBO reports, CRS 

reports, and more

New Educational Databases



Democracy in America
August 2019 | Learn about the democracy in America through the lens of Alexis de 

Tocqueville.

• Interactive digital edition of Tocqueville’s 

classic text

• Annotations and references from Alan 

Keely

• Navigate between both the reference work 

and Tocqueville’s. Also available are 

secondary references for more analysis.

New Educational Databases



NEW FEATURES



Citation Lookup Tool
U.S. Congressional Serial Set

New Features

• Easily locate a document with the citation lookup 

tool located on the database homepage.

• Select document type, Congress number, and 

document number from the drop-down menu

• Users are directed to the exact House report in 

question.



MyHein
Favorite Databases

New Features

• Mark databases as favorites to push them to 

the top of your HeinOnline welcome page

• Users must be logged into their MyHein

account to utilize this feature.

• To adjust your favorites list, you can select 

Favorite Databases from the MyHein drop-

down menu to return to the editing tool. 



MyHein
Bookmarking Made Easier

New Features

• Never bookmark the same 

document again!

• Bookmarks are not greyed out 

if you have previously saved 

them.

• Users must be logged into their 

MyHein account for this feature 

to work.



Venn Diagram SearchBETA

New Features

• Researchers can visualize the results yield of 

various keywords to better refine their searches

• Shows all possible logical relations among a set 

of terms, with each term typically represented 

by a circle

• The circles in a Venn Diagram overlap to show 

how and where the terms intersect.



New Proximity Connectors

New Features

• Search syntax options are available which aid 

users in searching for words within a sentence, 

a paragraph, or a segment. Thanks to a 

suggestion from a customer, we now have a 

total of 8 new proximity connectors were added: 

w/#, /#; w/s, /s; w/p, /p; w/seg, /seg.



LibGuide Project Continues

New Features

• More than 40 new LibGuides are 

available

• We are adding 2-3 new guides a month

• Find an A-Z list of all databases at 

libguides.heinonline.org



AUTHOR PROFILE 

ENHANCEMENTS



Citation Data Extraction

Author Profile Enhancements

CSVs of ScholarRank metrics for an institution are now available for all authors who have 

enhanced their profiles with institutional information. 

• Browse by Author Profiles in the Law 

Journal Library

• Select an institution to view list of 

authors with enhanced profiles

• Click the link to download CSV with all 

metrics



Explore This Author

Author Profile Enhancements

Explore an author’s frequent co-authors, journals, 

topics, organizations, people, and locations



Google Scholar & SSRN Linking

Author Profile Enhancements

• Authors can now add their Google 

Scholar and SSRN Profile links to 

their MyHein profile page.

• New icons were recently added, 

giving Author Profile Pages a bit of 

a facelift



Editing Existing Author Profiles

Author Profile Enhancements

• Authors who have enhanced their author 

profile page to include their email addresses 

have the ability to edit their own author 

profile information through MyHein (email 

must be the same for both).

• Ability to edit their names, birth years, and 

job titles, links to online profiles, and 

personal biographies.



Editing Faculty Profiles

Author Profile Enhancements

• University and college librarians can request 

to become administrators of their faculty 

profiles

• Once authorized, librarians will find a portal 

within their MyHein to edit faculty profiles

• Authorized librarians will see all faculty 

members who have an author profile page 

listed, with options to edit or view each profile



ORCID Integration

Author Profile Enhancements

• Authors can showcase their ORCID iD on 

their HeinOnline author profile page

• Ability to send works in HeinOnline to display 

on your ORCID record



ORCID Integration: Phase II

Author Profile Enhancements

• Send works from ORCID to display in 

HeinOnline, even if we don’t have the full text 

available

• HeinOnline publications will appear in a new 

tab labeled “HeinOnline Works”

• Author’s ORCID record (including biography, 

metadata, and non-HeinOnline works) will 

appear in the ORCID Record tab



ScholarRank’s Top 250 Authors

Author Profile Enhancements

• ScholarRank is an overall ranking based on the 

calculation of five HeinOnline ScholarCheck

metrics

• The Z-score for each of the five metrics is taken 

and then averaged; the final average is entered 

into standard competition ranking 

• The raw data is updated monthly and now displays 

authors’ affiliated institutions



ADVANCED SEARCHING 

FEATURES



Outline

Advanced Search Features

• How to search using all four tabs in the search bar

• Using fields vs. advanced search option

• How to search using proximity connectors, grouping, term modifiers

• Using machine learning/natural language processes

• Topics

• More Like This

• Keyword Search Builder

Let’s search!

https://heinonline.org/HOL/Welcome


Question and Answers

Lauren Mattiuzzo

lmattiuzzo@wshein.com

716-882-2600 ext. 154

Steve Roses

sroses@wshein.com

716-882-2600 ext. 107

Thank You!
Please do not hesitate to contact either of us with any questions or suggestions!

mailto:lmattiuzzo@wshein.com
mailto:roses@wshein.com



